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Article Body:
There are different types of people in the world. Thank goodness we are not all alike. That wo

I read a great book one time called Rhinoceros Success. Actually it was the first of a three p

There have been a lot of books written about how to sell, how to succeed in business, and othe
He said, there are two types of people in the world, rhinos and cows. There are happy and sad

Let´s start with the sad rhino. You all know a sad rhino. He or she is the workaholic. They ar

These are the people that yell a lot, stress out over deadlines, and think the world is coming

They are also the people who tend to die young of a heart attack or a stroke because of the en

Now, let´s go on to the happy rhino. These people are just as driven as the sad rhino to succe

They will always succeed because they do enjoy the hunt, not just the achievement after the hu

If you are a happy rhino, I have good news and bad news for you. I´ll give you the bad news fi

A happy rhino gets up every morning way before they need to because they look forward to every

A happy rhino let´s nothing get in their way. In the wild a real rhino charges at it´s prey in

If success in your home business is your prey and you want to be a happy rhino, you have to do

Okay, time to move on to the happy cows. There is absolutely nothing wrong with a happy cow. U

A happy cow is one who is happy working for a happy rhino. They love to help their boss succee

Some of them can have moderately successful home businesses, working for themselves even. They

Now let´s talk about the sad cows. They stand around chewing their cud, not doing very much, k

Then they lower their head and go right back to grazing, not doing anything to change their lo

Admit it. You know at least one sad cow. Do you like being around the sad cow? Are you the sad

Stop thinking everyone else is just lucky. Stop blaming other people for your own mistakes and

But you have to admit these mistakes and bad habits from the heart and immediately begin to ch

Now my advice for all you sad rhinos out there. It´s great that you are succeeding in your hom
Get a clue. Succeeding in business is great. Succeeding in life is way more important though.

Nothing is further from the truth. The saying it´s lonely at the top was meant for sad rhinos.

As for the happy rhinos, I only ask these things of you. Find a sad rhino and teach them to be

I hope this article helps you find out where you are in your hunt for a successful home or oth
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